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A numerical investigation of radiative heat transfer gives the distribution of mfinite effective radiation flux 

that falls onto the sensing element of a pyrometer over the prism-face surface as a functmn of the angle of 

face rotation. 

Introduction. Measurement of the actual temperature in situ at different stages of thermal treatment is one 

of the problems of manufacture of the component base of integrated circuits. 

In the majority of cases during thermal processes the objects - substrates - are moved inside the working 

space of a reaction chamber. Therefore, only contactless methods can be used to measure the actual surface 

temperature of substrates in situ. 

To convert the signal measured by the sensing element of the pyrometer to an actual temperature, one 

must know the effective emissivity of the studied object tel. The quantity eel is a complex function depending on 

both the radiative and geometrical characteristics of the emitting system. 

Gas-phase deposition is one of the most commonly used thermal processes in the manufacture of electronic 

products. The process is performed in a cooled cylindrical chamber, inside which the substrates are placed on the 

surface of a rotating prismatic substrate holder. 

In the present paper a model of radiative heat transfer of a coaxial cylindrical system with a rotating 

polygonal prism is described. 

To implement the model the Monte Carlo method was used I I ]. This method allows the calculation of 

radiative heat transfer problems for systems with arbitrary, geometry and different radiation characteristics (spectral 

and directed) of the bodies involved in mutual radiative heat transfer. It is difficult to realize this by other 

calculation methods. 

The problem of determination of the energy of the effective radiation falling on the sensing element of the 

pyrometer is solved numerically. The energy of effective radiation includes the self-radiation of the substrate holder 

and the part of its energy reflected from the reactor walls. While the first component represents the actual 

temperature (of the substra te-holder  surface) registered by the pyrometer,  the second component being 

superimposed on the first, distorts the actual temperature distribution. Consequently, the sensing element of the 

pyrometer registers the "apparent" temperature. 

Mathematical Model. In developing the model the following assumptions were made: a) the surface of the 

graphite substrate holder is gray and diffuse; b) the internal surface of the reaction-chamber walls has mirror 

reflection. 

Thus, radiant-energy flux incident on lhe sensing element of the pyrometer can be presented as the sum 

of the self-radiation of the substrate-holdcr face Qei and lhe radiation mirror-reflected from the metal reactor wall 

and diffusely rereflected by the substrate-holder face Qrcf. Subsequent reflections arc ignored, due to the high 

absorbitivity of the graphite substrate holder. 

Using the method of a sphere of unit radius I I ] and assuming diffusivity of thc radiation of thc substrale- 

holder faces, one can show that the portion of the self-radiation of faces does not change with substrale-holder 

rolation. The fact behind Ibis assumption is lhal the solid angle of substrate-holder tracking from an arbitrary 
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Fig. 1. Propagation of energy beam emitted by prism face (substrale holder): 

1) wall of reaction chamber; 2) working surface of sensing element; 3) prism. 

point of the sensing element of the pyrometer is determined mainly by the size of the detector channel and is not 

related to the rotation of the substrate holder. The direct energy radiation incident on the sensing element can be 

calculated by the following expression 

The value of ~Os_cl is determined by the relation 

1 f d~s_eldFs. 

Since d~s_el does not depend on the angle of substrate-holder rotation/3, then r is independent of the angle/3 

and, consequently, Qei remains constant. 

The second reflected component (incident on the sensing element) of the radiation flux depends on the 

angle/3 (Fig. I). The model presented below makes it possible to obtain the relation Qref = f(/3) 

The model considers the propagation of the large number of beams of energy emitted by the substrate 

holder. Different angular positions of the substrate holder are taken into account. To simplify the calculations, 

inverted motion is considered, in which the substrate holder is fixed and the radiation detector is turned through 

some anglefl (Fig. 1). 

On moving to the sensing element of the pyrometer, an energy beam emitted by the substrate holder passes 

through the following stages: 

1) emission by face of substrate holder; 

2) refleclion from reaction-chamber wall; 

3) incidence on face of substrate holder; 

4) diffuse reflection by face of substrate holder; 

5) absorption of reflected radiation bv sensing element of pyrometer. 

I. Emission of energy beam by substrate-holder face. 

The point of emission R (Fig. 2) on a face of the subslratc holder is selected arbitrarily 

.v~ = Rand - ~  + ; y~ = Rand I -  3 b +  3hi.  

The emission of points on the subslrate-holder surface with the coordinates y > (3b) is ignored due to the smallness 

of its influence. The emission direction is determined by Ihe azimuthal and polar angles 
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Fig. 2. Emission of radiant  energy from arbi t rary point on surface of prism 

face. 

0 =  Rand [ - z  + s r l ;  c~ = a r c s i n ' , / R a n d  10+  11. 

2. Reflection from a react ion-chamber  wall occurs at some point F (see Fig. 1) that has the following 

coordinates 

X F =- lRF ( z  F -- Z R ) / t T R F  -t- x R , YF "= tuRF (ZF -- z R ) / n R F  + YR ' ZF = ( - -  B + D ) / 2 A  , 

2 

,,1 = rnRF / n R F  + 1 ; B = 2rnRF (YR -- t uRF  ZR / nR)  / n R F ,  

2 12 D V'B 2 4 A C  . C = (YR -- m R F Z R  / nRF)  -- , = - -  

3. The energy beam is incident  on the face of the substrate  holder at an arbi t rary point G with the following 

coordinates 

x G = x / f  + ,~  (.,c,,?- XR), YG=Yl/  +A ( y / ; - - y R ) ,  ZG = r n ,  

x t t  --- XF , Ytt  = Yt:rn / Z F ,  '~ = sin (i) F H / c o s  (co - 2i) R H  , i = arccos [(rnRFV F + nRFZF) / 11.  

4. At point G on the subslrate  holder, the energy beam is diffusely reflected with equal intensi t ies  in all 

directions of the half-space. 

5. The beam energy that has been diffusely reflected by point G on the substra te-holder  reaches a point 

A on the sensing element  of the pyrometer  and is absorbed there. 

To determine the quant i ty  of absorbed beam energy, the coordinates of the center of the opening of the 

pyrometer  detector (points K) are calculated. From the known coordinates of points A and G one finds the 

coordinates of point S. If the section KS < rop, then the radiation from point G reaches point A of the sensing 

element of the pyrometer.  Then  the angular  coefficients are calculated with allowance for the effect of the angle 

between the normal at point G and  direction AG. Integration over the surface of the sensing element  of the 

pyrometer makes it possible to determine the energy incident on the sensing element of the pyrometer  for each 

angular  position of the substrate  holder/3. 

To consider  lhe emission of neighboring faces, a similar scheme was employed in which the system of 

coordinates is rotated through some angle v (Fig. l). The coordinates of the corresponding points are 

y/., = YFI cos v + Zl: I sin v ; z F = -- YFi sin v Jr" ZFI COS v 

and 

YGI = YG2 COS v + ZG2 sin v �9 ZGi = -- YG2 sin v + ZG2 cos  i.,. 
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Fig. 3. Dependence  of signal of sensing e lement  of pyromete r  P (a.u.) on angle  

of pr i sm face ro ta t ion  fl (deg) :  1) s e l f - r a d i a t i o n  of face; 2, 3) re f lec ted  

radia t ion  of the base (2) and side (3) faces; 4) resul t ing radiat ion.  

Now, knowing the coordinates  of points F and G, one can find the point of intersect ion of s t ra ight  line FG 

with the plane of the base face of the subs t ra te  holder  and obtain the coordinates  of point G. Subsequent  calculation 

is performed by the ear l ier  formulated scheme. 

The  adequacy  of the suggested model was verified on an exper imenta l  bench under  working condit ions.  

A ten-face pr ismatic  subs t ra te  holder  was placed in the reaction chamber  of the setup in the working position 

and was heated in a working gas a tmosphere  to a tempera ture  of 1100-1500 K. The s tudied  surface of the subs t ra te  

holder  was s i tuated opposite the window behind which the pyromete r  was placed. The  PYROVAR H P H  2000 

pyrometer ,  with an opera t ing  range of tempera tures  of 1073-2273 K and a range of wavelengths of 0.7 < .2 < 1.1 

~zm was a imed at the surface of the subs t ra te  holder.  An N-307 plotter  was used as a regis ter ing device. 

Exper imenta l  part  of the work is descr ibed in more detail  in [2 ]. 

Results and Discussion.  In processing the results ,  the d imensional  angle of s u b s t r a t e - h o l d e r  rotat ion (Fig. 

1) relative to the normal  to the control led face and the d imensionless  angle/~ = ~ / f l m a x  that charac ter izes  the ratio 

of the current  value of the rotal ion angle to its maximum value were taken as de te rmin ing  parameters .  The  lat ter  

corresponds  to the maximum angular  position of the subs t ra te  holder  within the given face. 

As parameters  to be de le rmined  the following were chosen: the signal P that reaches the sens ing  element  

of the pyromete r  expressed  in a rb i t r a ry  power units; the relative signal values P = P/Pmax that charac te r ized  the 

ratio of the current  value of the rotat ion angle to its maximum value; and  the ratio of the current  t empera tu re  of 

the rotat ing subs t ra te  holder  T s to its maximum value T s max, i.e., 0 = T s / T  s max. 

Cons ider ing  the axial  symmet ry  of the face of the subs t ra te  holder,  it is expedient  to present  the obta ined 

results for the half-width of the face. 

Figure 3 shows the dependences  of the component  1 - 3  and result ing 4 signals of the sensing element  of 

the pyromete r  on the current  angle of the ten-face subs t r a t e -ho lde r  rotation. It is seen from the figure that the 

se l f - radia t ion  of the face of the subs t ra te  holder  makes the greatest  contr ibution to the result ing signal of the sensing 

e lement  of the pyromete r .  The  value of this component  is i ndependen t  of the angle  /3. The  con t r ibu t ion  of 

components  2 and 3 is a complicated function of the angular  position of the face. It is typical that the maximum 

contr ibution of the component  of radiat ion reflected from the wall of the rcactiorl chamber  3 occurs with rotation 

of the subs t ra tc  holder  through an angle close to 10 ~ With fur ther  rotation ~ > 10 ~) the value of this component  

markedly  decreases .  The contr ibut ion of the components  from the neighboring faces 1 has ~ monotonic character ,  

growing smoothly  from the face center  to its periphery.  

In Fig. 4 dependences  character iz ing the change in the relative signal of the receiving conver ter  of the 

pyromete r  on the relative :ingle of subs t ra t e -ho lde r  rotat ion/3 are presented.  
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Fig. 4. Dependence  of the relat ive value of s ignal  of sens ing  e lement  of 

py romete r  (P) on d imensionless  angle  of subs t r a t e -ho lde r  rotat ion (/:~) for 

various d iameters  of reaction chamber  (Dr.ch.): I) Dr.ch. = 0.36 m; 2) Dr.cj. = 

0.28 m, calculation according to the model; 3) Dr.ch = 0.28 m, exper imenta l  

data .  

An ana lys i s  of curves 2 and 3 obta ined  for s imilar  condit ions shows a satisfactory, agreement  between them. 

Namely ,  a smooth rise from the face center  (/57 = 0), a t t a inment  of Pmax when/~  = 0.55, and reduct ion of P when 

> 0.55. P has its minimum on the edge of the subs t r a l e -ho lde r  face. 

The  more dist inct  shape of curve 2 is, apparen t ly ,  due to the mir ror  charac te r  of reflection from the walls 

of the reaction chamber  adop ted  in the model. In fact, due to precipi tat ion of react ion products  on the walls of the 

reaction chamber  the charac te r  of reflection becomes diffuse. This  assumpt ion can probably  explain the smoother  

variat ion of curve 3. 

A change  in the geometry  of the reaction chamber ,  i.e., an increase  in its d iamete r  of from 0.28 to 0.36 m 

with preservat ion of the d imens ions  and shape of the subs t ra te  holder ,  leads to a subs tant ia l  change in the charac te r  

of curve 1. It can be assumed  with a certain probabi l i ty  that in this case the charac te r  of the components  reflected 

from the walls of the reaction chamber  changes great ly ,  thus changing the resul t ing signal of the receiving conver ter  

of the pyrometer .  

Conclus ions .  

1. A mathemat ica l  model of radiat ive heat t ransfer  in a coaxial  cyl indr ical  sys tem with a polygonal  rota t ing 

prismatic  subs t ra ie  ho lder  is developed.  

2. The  main contr ibut ion to the result ing signal of the sensing element  of the pyromete r  is made  by the 

se l f - radia t ion  of the subs t ra te  holder,  which does not depend  on the angle of its face rotation. 

3. Reflected components  great ly  change with a change in the geometry  of the reaction chamber .  

4. As the subs t ra te  holder  approaches  the reflecting walls of the reaction chamber ,  the charac te r  of the 

result ing py romete r  signal changes.  

N O T A T I O N  

b, face width; ~, angle of prism rotation relative to the normal to its face; l, inner  radius  of cyl inder ;  F, 

~,rea; P, d imensional  value of sens ing-e lement  signal; r radiat ion flux; r n, radius  of the circle inscr ibed in an 

n-gonal  prism; T, temperature ;  a ,  polar  angle; ,p, slope; c, emissivity;  ,a., relative distance;  v, angle of rotat ion of 

the coordina te  sys tem;  o 0, S tefan-Bol tzmann constant;  0 ,  azimuth angle; x, y, z, coordinates  of points on "face 

surface; Rand  Iv . . .wl ,  random number  with uniform dis t r ibut ion within the range Iv...w]; lm:=  cos 8 sin a ;  rnRF 

= sin 0 sin a; nRF = COS a ,  cosines of direction angles; P = P,/Pmax, relative current  value of sens ing-e lement  signal;  

0 = Ts . /T  s max, relal ive currenl  value of tempera ture  of prism face; A, F, G, H, K, R, S, points on the surfaces of 
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the face, reaction-chamber wall, window, and sensing element (see Fig. I ). Subscripts: ef, effective; el, eigenvalue; 

s, surface of prism (substrate holder); ref, reflection; op, opening; el, sensing element; red, reduced value. 
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